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presented Russian underground art or Chinese post-Cultural Revolution art, Figurative Diaspora will be the first exhibition to
trace the direct artistic influences of the USSR on the artists of the People’s Republic of China.
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believes that rigorously trained artists are best able to realize their artistic vision. Academy students are taught traditional methods
and techniques and encouraged to use these skills to make vital contemporary art. Through major exhibitions, a lively speaker series,
and an ambitious educational program, the Academy serves as a creative and intellectual center for all artists dedicated to highly
skilled, conceptually aware figurative and representational art.
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Twenty-three years later, Figurative Diaspora now presents paintings by five Chinese artists, three of whom participated
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exhibition (Yu Hong, Ni Jun and Liu Xiaodong) and two of whom are part of the same
school (Lu Liang and Xie Dongming). Their pieces will be shown alongside works from five Russian artists who had been
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Due to a shared Soviet instruction system, and cross-pollination between Chinese artists trained in Russia and Russian artists
who spent time teaching in China, the same pictorial grammar and thematic concerns unite artworks made on different
continents in different decades. Erik Bulatov’s “Red Horizon” (1971-2000), which portrays a group of office workers
incongruously wandering on the beach towards an unreachable horizon parallels Liu Xiadong’s “My Hometown” (2014)
with casual figures marching single file over a state-constructed dam. Both Ni Jun’s melancholy “China Central Television
under Construction” (2008) and Oleg Vassiliev’s stark “Erik Bulatov - Mayakofsky Square” (1995) grapple with the concept
of public spaces in socialist states. Comments Tansey, “What holds the pictures together is the similarity of gesture, the
figural dynamics and the Socialist Realist voice.”
The New York Academy of Art is mounting Figurative Diaspora in its role as a national leader in the promotion and
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The New York Academy of Art is pleased to announce the 2016 Chubb Fellows Exhibition, presenting works by this year’s Chubb
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Each year, the Academy selects three outstanding graduates from its MFA program as Chubb Fellows. The fellowship, sponsored by
serves as a creative and intellectual center for all artists dedicated to highly skilled, conceptually aware figurative and
Chubb Personal Risk Services, is the highest honor the Academy bestows. Fellows receive studio accommodations, a generous stipend
representational
and aart.
year-end exhibit. Previous recipients include: Ali Banisadr, Fellow 2009 (represented by Sperone Westwater Gallery, permanent
collection of The Metropolitan Museum of Art and the British Museum); Amy Bennett, Fellow 2003 (Richard Heller Gallery, Metropolitan
Museum of Art); Aleah Chapin, Fellow 2013 (Flowers Gallery, first American woman to win the National Portrait Gallery’s BP Portrait
Award); Phillip Thomas, Fellow 2009 (Richard J. Demato Gallery, permanent collection of The World Bank), and Peter Simon
Mühlhäußer, Fellow 2010 (2013 Venice Biennale).

Kathryn Goshorn (b. 1991, Connecticut) and Esteban Ocampo (b. 1987, Bogota, Colombia) both received a Masters of Fine Arts in Painting
from the Academy, and Sarah Schlesinger (b. 1988, Pennsylvania) received her degree in Sculpture. Although the basis of their education
is the same, each artist has developed a signature aesthetic, demonstrating the range of styles supported at the Academy. Goshorn’s
partially three-dimensional paintings are strongly influenced by Flemish tradition and demonstrate a highly skilled combination of bas-relief
and illusionistic techniques, while Ocampo’s vibrant canvases use familiar scenes and imagined memories to interpret and interrogate his
exposure to American culture as a non-American. Schlesinger’s sculptures play with tropes of landscaped gardens and shrubbery to
explore the division and containment of space and human relations and interactions.
About New York Academy of Art
Founded in 1982 by artists, scholars and patrons of the arts, including Andy Warhol, the New York Academy of Art is a graduate
school and cultural institution that combines intensive technical training in the fine arts with active critical discourse. The Academy
believes that rigorously trained artists are best able to realize their artistic vision. Academy students are taught traditional methods
and techniques and encouraged to use these skills to make vital contemporary art. Through major exhibitions, a lively speaker series,
and an ambitious educational program, the Academy serves as a creative and intellectual center for all artists dedicated to highly
skilled, conceptually aware figurative and representational art.
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